In mobile social groups, cohesion is thought to be driven by patterns of attraction at both 20 the individual and group level. In long-lived species with high group stability and repeated 21 interactions, such as baboons, individual-to-individual attractions have the potential to play a 22 large role in group cohesion and overall movement patterns. In previous work, we used GPS 23 mapping of a group of baboons in De Hoop, Western Cape, South Africa, to demonstrate the 24 influence of such attractions on movement patterns. We also demonstrated the existence of 25 emergent group-level structures, which arose as a consequence of individual social influence.
Introduction 84
To explore the functional consequences of variation in a core-periphery structure we use 85 agent-based modelling. Specifically, we investigate how characteristics of the resource landscape 86 interact with internal group structure to promote or impede the ability of groups to locate 87 resource-rich areas, and subsequently take advantage of them. We expected to find that less 88 centralized social structures (i.e., those with a larger core of influential animals) will result in (i) 89 the group as a whole being better able to identify high value resource structures on the landscape, 90 and (ii) will result in less within-group variance in foraging efficiency. In more centralized 91 groups (i.e., those with a smaller core), we predicted the opposite trends. 92 To achieve this, we quantify the foraging efficiency of simulated groups by performing 93 virtual foraging trials. In these trials, we alter the social influence structure of the group, the size 94 of the group, and the structure present in the resource landscape. We define influence structures 95 within these simulated groups using a core-periphery approach, where a core is defined as a set 96 of inter-dependent individuals, and peripheral individuals are those that are influenced by the 97 core but not each other (Fig. 1) . We varied influence structures by altering the size of the core, 98 generating influence structures ranging from a single leader (e.g., one individual is the core) to a 99 homogenous influence structure (i.e., all individuals form part of the core) ( Fig. 1 ). We further 100 varied group size to alter the magnitude of scramble competition. Finally, we altered the resource 101 landscapes in which our foraging experiments were run, creating a context where resources were 102 distributed randomly and homogenously, versus a context in which a single high-density 103 resource path was present and one in which several high-density paths were present. We used a 104 single high-density path in order to provide a clear optimum for foraging so that we could 105 quantify the relative effects of social influence structure and group size on the ability to exploit 106 environmental structure. ). In our model, animals are simply biased towards visible sites that are close and have high 116 resources. To calculate the resulting influence of food patches on a simulated animal, we weight 117 each patch within a visual radius (R vis =50m) based on the distance from the focal animal and the 118 amount of food at that patch, . Where patch resources vary from 0-1. We then ' = ℎ ℎ 119 standardize the patch weights to sum to one, , and calculate the average food vector = ' ∑ = 1 ' 120 based on these weights .
Along with this motion bias towards resources, we add a social attraction force into the 122 model by adjusting motion based on attraction to a particular group member. We use a linear 123 function describing an increasing attraction towards a group member beyond an attraction radius 124 (d a =10m) (Couzin et al., 2002; Warburton and Lazarus, 1991) :
The attraction vector ( ) of the focal animal describes the attraction to one other 127 individual. The combined result of these forces are thus:
Where is the resulting motion vector at time t, is the previous motion vector, is the Each group added to a foraging trial is initialized with a fixed influence structure, where each 145 individual is assigned one other group member to "follow." These influence structures are 146 defined by assigning individuals to either core or periphery status. Each group is assigned a 147 group size (G size ) and a percentage of individuals in the core (C per ). By varying these parameters, 148 we can create influence structures that are more or less despotic or democratic (Fig. 1) . The 149 larger the core size in the group, the more foraging decisions represent the outcome of many 150 interdependent movements. Conversely, the smaller the core group, the more the group foraging 151 decisions are "despotically" driven by one individual's movements. In a uniform habitat, groups with larger cores outperformed those with small cores, showing 199 consistently higher food intake across the entire range of group sizes (Fig. 3a) . When foraging in 200 a landscape with a high-density path, however, we found that groups with smaller cores could 201 sometimes outperform groups those larger cores across the range of group sizes, although they 202 could also do much worse (Fig. 3b) . Overall, foraging efficiency was higher under conditions in 203 which a high-density path was present (Fig. 3 ). As a further check on this, we compared the difference in foraging efficiency of groups of a 212 given size and composition in the structured versus unstructured environment. This revealed that 213 almost all combinations of group size and structure performed better in the environment with the 214 high-density path. Nevertheless, groups with smaller cores apparently were able to benefit more 215 from the presence of a high-density path than large core groups, and the strength of this effect 216 increased with group sizes above 25 producing a bifurcation (Fig. 4) . density path for a given group size and core-periphery structure.
221
This bifurcation can be explained by examining the groups' distance from the high-density path 222 Fig 5a) . Small core groups that showed large positive differences in foraging efficiency (the 223 upper part of the bifurcation) were also the ones that maintained close proximity to the high-224 density path (Fig. 5a ). Although groups with large cores maintained looser proximity to the high- When we compared variability in individual level foraging efficiency, we found that large groups 239 with large cores showed the highest intra-group variability in performance (Fig. 5b ). As group 240 size decreased, groups with large cores tended to show reduced individual variability along with 241 increased foraging efficiency in the structured environment. For groups with small cores, there 242 were two outcomes, that did not seem depend on group size (Fig. 5b) . One outcome 243 corresponded to small core groups that performed much better in the structured (high-density Varying environmental structures: what can groups with different structures exploit? 249 We then investigated how groups of a fixed size but different core-periphery structures 250 responded to variation in environmental structure. We found that groups with small cores 251 responded to both the size of the high-density path and amount of food it contained (Fig. 6ab,   252 Table 1), whereas groups with large cores largely responded only to the amount of food ( Fig.   253 6cd, Table 1 ). When overall foraging efficiency was compared, we found that groups with large 254 cores tended to do better under most conditions (Fig. 6ef ). When we varied the number and size of high density paths, creating a gradient from one 266 long structure to many small structures, we found that groups with small cores had the ability to 267 outperform groups with large cores only when there were a few large structures in the 268 environment (Fig. 7, Fig. 2b ). Otherwise groups with large cores consistently outperformed those 269 with small cores. Our results show that the structure of the resource environment can have a large impact on the 280 functional outcomes of social influence structures, and accounting for environmental structure is 281 thus an important consideration when attempting to understand the drivers of social influence 282 patterns within baboon groups. More specifically, our simulations make the prediction that the 283 development of homogenous influence structures (i.e., decentralized groups with large cores) 284 will be favored in homogenous resource environments. For more structured resource 285 environments, however, our simulations suggest something more nuanced as the outcomes are 286 likely to depend on both the degree to which centralized structures hurt the group when it fails to 287 locate resources in the environment (i.e., the costs of reduced detection), and the exact nature of 288 environmental structure. When our simulated baboon group was presented with a generally 289 homogenous environment with a single structured component (i.e., our high-density path), the 290 failure to detect the path, as a consequence of possessing a small core of influential animals, 291 incurred a high cost (Fig. 3a) . When groups with small cores were presented with a more heavily 292 structured landscape (i.e., several small high-density paths), the costs of missing one structural 293 component (i.e., the difference between high performing and low performing small core groups) 294 was reduced (Fig. 7) . In the case of groups with larger cores, foraging benefits remained similar 295 across all resource structures. Path width also interacted with group structure: in landscapes 296 where the path width of the resource was relatively narrow, the added persistence of small core 297 groups in maintaining proximity to such structures allowed such groups to forage more 298 efficiently (Fig. 5a ). Thus, small cores may be most effective under conditions when habitats are 299 heterogeneous, with a few areas of high-density resources that are heavily restricted spatially.
300
Interestingly, and contrary to our original intuitions, we found that groups with smaller 301 cores displayed lower variation in individual foraging intakes compared to groups with large 302 cores, and this occurred regardless of whether groups with small cores detected the high-density 303 path. More specifically, when groups with small cores found the high-density path, this resulted 304 in both increased group-level foraging intake and decreased individual variability, suggesting 305 that peripheral individuals benefited from the group's closer proximity to the high-density path.
306
When groups with small cores failed to find the high-density path, group-level foraging intake 307 dropped, accompanied by a slight increase in individual variation, although this remained lower 308 than for groups with large cores. One possible explanation here is that this reflects variation in 309 travel speed: groups with smaller cores move faster across the landscape than those with larger 310 cores, as the latter have a greater tendency to meander. As a result, peripheral individuals in 311 groups with smaller cores may encounter new food sources more rapidly than peripheral 312 individuals in slower, more meandering groups, and hence ensure inter-individual variation in 313 foraging intake remains relatively low. For groups with large cores, we found that variation in 314 individual foraging intakes decreased with decreasing group sizes, and was accompanied by an 315 increase in group foraging intake. Overall, this suggests that smaller groups and lower inter-316 individual variation in foraging intake are both associated with shorter distances from the high-317 density path. This, in turn, suggests that smaller groups with larger cores are better able to take 318 advantage of this form of highly concentrated environmental structure (Fig. 5ab ).
319
More generally, our results conform to predictions that more centralized social groups, 320 with influence structures tied to very few individuals, produce more extreme outcomes (Conradt 321 and Roper, 2005). That is, groups with small cores either find and exploit the structure of the 322 environment highly effectively, or they miss the high-density path completely and so fail to 323 exploit it at all. Groups with larger cores, on the other hand, are highly effective at finding these 324 kinds of environmental structure but are not as effective at exploiting it when they do so. Thus, 325 variation in core size can be seen as a trade-off between the benefits of exploitation versus 326 exploration (Fig. 5a) .
In our simple model, there are no other mechanisms by which groups with smaller cores 328 can increase their ability to detect environmental structure, nor for groups with larger cores to 329 increase their effectiveness at exploiting of environmental structure (i.e., they have no means of 330 maintaining tighter proximity to the path). As such, we have presented a form of null model, 331 where our predictions are based solely on individuals that are foraging for local resources with a 332 social bias in movement. Empirical data that deviates from these predictions can therefore help 
344
The Papio baboons offer great potential in this respect, as they are found throughout 345 many differing environments, their evolutionary history is extremely well studied, and the 
